Permission to Register Motor Vehicle

This form must be completed in its entirety by the person who will be listed first on the vehicle registration, if he or she cannot appear in person to process the transaction. The first owner is considered the owner of the NH license plates and therefore must select and sign for which plates he or she would like the authorized person to obtain. This form will not be accepted if it is not filled out completely by the person who will be listed first on the vehicle registration. If you have any questions, please call our office at 603-448-3054.

Date: ________________

I, ________________________________________ do hereby grant permission for __________________________________ (photo ID REQUIRED) to register my vehicle on my behalf. I understand that all motor vehicle registration transactions must start at the City of Lebanon Clerks office and may require an additional trip to the NHDMV, depending on my desired plate type (see below).

Vehicle Information:

VIN: ____________________________________

Year: __________ Make: __________ Model: __________

Desired Plate Type (choose only one):

___ Re-use Expired Plate #: __________________________

___ Passenger (Basic Numbers) ($8) / Trailer ($4) / Motorcycle ($4) (standard NH plates; one time fees)

___ Moose ($8 one-time + $30 per year)

___ State Park ($8 one-time + $85 per year)

___ Vanity / Initial ($8 one-time + $40 per year; available only at DMV)

___ Veteran ($8 one-time fee; will require DD214; available only at DMV)

___ Antique (Passenger: $8 one-time; Motorcycle: $4 one-time; available only at DMV)

___ Construction Equipment ($4 one-time fee, available only at DMV)

___ Other (please specify):

Signature: ________________________________________________________________